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TC Intensity analysis 
b. other methods 

Intensity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other methods apart from Dvorak
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TCs fluctuate intensity  

Image: NHC, NOAA 
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/TCR-AL112009_Ida.pdf 

land 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the intensity profile of Hurricane Ida in the Atlantic from NHC. The black line is what we call the best track estimated maximum wind speed. The points are intensity estimates from a range of sources including Dvorak satellite, ADT, AMSU, aircraft &dropsonde. There are considerable variations according to the source. The final estimate is a subjective consensus of all the information. It is no different outside the Atlantic except there is no aircraft/dropsonde data and the SAT source is the local Dvorak. Ida moved over land on 5 Nov which explains the lack of observations. You can see that most of these dots are less than the black line of the best track meaning they are underestimating the likely true intensity for one reason or another.http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/TCR-AL112009_Ida.pdf

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/TCR-AL112009_Ida.pdf
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Surface Observations 

Examples: George 

Bedout Is 105 knots 

Hourly sampling 

 

 

GFS 

“Standard exposure AWS 
observed winds (10min)  
give a minimum maximum 
wind” 
 

Dvorak: T6.5  
Vmax = 110kn  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surface observations from reliable weather stations are the most objective measures of surface winds at a location.However, the small zone of maximum winds near the cyclone centre usually makes it unlikely an observing site will capture the maximum winds of the cyclone.It is important to use radar and satellite imagery and even numerical models to determine whether observations are sampling the zone of maximum winds.If not then the wind reports will be an underestimate of the true intensity.Tropical Cyclone George passed over Bedout Island which recorded 105 knots in the southern eyewall but it was only reporting once an hour.Radar imagery indicated this was near the inner edge of the strongest part of the eye so it is possible that this may have captured close to the maximum wind.Combined with other methods the intensity was estimated at 110 knots.Port Hedland radar loop at: http://www.wa.bom.gov.au/sect_info/sevwx/tc/seas0607/AU0607_11U_George/radar_porthedland.htm
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Surface Observations 

Knowledge of site exposure is required: 
      Hayman Is (on a hill at 59m elevation) reported 93 kn from 
SE during Ului – slope reduction factor ~30% ref Craig Miller 
(cf Vmax=85kn in BT) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge of the instrument, site exposure and surrounding terrain is also required as local winds may be reduced or enhanced.The Hamilton Island anemometer recorded 93 knot mean winds during tropical cyclone Ului. However, the site is on a hill at 59m elevation and the southeasterly winds would have been enhanced so this would be an overestimate of surrounding 10 metre winds.At other times obstructions will reduce the wind speed.Winds from ocean buoys may be misleading in hurricane force winds when waves are high.
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Surface Observations 

GFS 

Ships: What to do with a 40kn observation?? 
Ships: ~10 % enhancement structure & reduction to 10m 
BUT considerable variation in quality : correction for motion?              
Ref: http://icoads.noaa.gov/kiel/Kiel.Taylor.pdf 
ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Documents/PublicWeb/amp/mmop/documents/JCOMM-TR/J-TR-10-CLIMAR-99/Presentations/session_02/02.1_Taylor.pdf 
 

=>Use caution! Check consistency, verify against scat 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is common for a ship report to come in with say 40kn when you think it should only be 30kn say. You are left wondering about the accuracy of this observation. Ship reports may be unrepresentative because of the quality, location and height of the anemometer. Flow variations may also be present because of the ship’s bulk, especially for supertankers. It is recommended to cross check any ship report with more reliable sources such as scatterometry and AWS.An international study found lots of variations in the skill but in general there was a 10 per cent increase because of the structure and anemometer height.Without knowledge of ship’s quality it is difficult to assess a ship’s wind obs by itself. Try to cross check against scatt, and consistency between obs.icoads.noaa.gov/kiel/Kiel.Taylor.pdfhttp://icoads.noaa.gov/kiel/Kiel.Taylor.pdf

ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Documents/PublicWeb/amp/mmop/documents/JCOMM-TR/J-TR-10-CLIMAR-99/Presentations/session_02/02.1_Taylor.pdf
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Scatterometry: ASCAT 

– useful for <55 knot intensity 
range 

Esp at tropical low stage when 
other measures don't work so 
well.  

– good for structure - wind radii, 

 

ASCAT 

GFS 

TC Ian 0949UTC 8/1/2014 
ASCAT Vmax=50 knots 
Max wind likely 50-55 kn 
Vmax~85 knots 
 

http://manati.orbit.nesdis.noaa.gov/ascat/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scatterometry is useful for estimating max intensity when TCs are less than about 55 knot and are especially useful during the tropical low stage when other measures don't work so well. In this case TC Ian in the Pacific the ASCAT image shows a single 50kn barb. Normally this would mean the intensity is about 50-55kn. Because but as it is only one barb I wouldn't think it would be much more. Likewise if other estimates show 45kn this would be possible as well. Of course ASCAT is great for structure especially the radius of gales and used to verify model structure. We can draw our area of gales which in Ian's case was a very small area. At these wind speeds, operationally we'd normally draw the area of gales through the 30kn values on VisWx which has the European solutions which is slightly less than the US values from the standard NOAA page shown here. BackgroundBy measuring the roughness of the ocean surface the surface winds can be estimated. There are three useful satellite instruments for estimating surfaces winds. In order of usefulness for TC operations:1. Ascat aboard the EUMETSAT METOP-A satellite. Ascat uses lower frequencies (C-Band) than the QScat or OceanSat which reduces the sensitivity to heavy rain – important for TC situations. A second Ascat instrument aboard is METOP-B (launched 2012). See: http://manati.orbit.nesdis.noaa.gov/datasets/ASCATData.php/2. Oceansat. Similar to QScat has broader swathe then Ascat but more sensiftive to heavy rain and also suffers from degradation at the edge of the swathe. Currently only available on KNMI web site.3. Windsat: very sensitive to heavy rain so more useful for periphery of TCs. Available through NRL TC page (and hence on local microwave viewer). For the times when the Ascat captures the circulation, it is another tool by which to locate the centre. To help determine the centre, trace streamlines to identify the focal point. The ASCAT ocean surface winds are a 10 meter neutral stability wind. These products are processed by NOAA/NESDIS utilizing measurements from ASCAT aboard the EUMETSAT METOP satellite. The current geophysical model function (GMF) being used is CMOD5.5, where the GMF relates the normalized radar cross-section to the ocean surface wind speed and direction. The wind vector retrievals flagged as potentially being corrupt according to the KNMI quality flag are colored in black. For closer examination of the wind fields, a data image is further divided into 30x20 degree bins between latitudes 80N to 80S and longitudes 180W to 180E, forming a HTML link map for the regions of interest. Just click on the desired geographical location and a closer look should be provided. In Europe, KNMI is responsible for the ASCAT wind products, and additional information can be found at the EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF). The global wind images display the available data from the previous 22 hours up to the image creation time. Click here for the ocean surface winds from the near real-time (NRT) observation data. For additional information about the EUMETSAT METOP or ASCAT programs, please visit the EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS). 

http://manati.orbit.nesdis.noaa.gov/ascat/
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ASCAT 

Strongest pattern would look like this  

Giovanna 13 Feb 2012 

> 100 kn intensity 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is about the strongest signal I've seen at least in the southern hemisphere of Giovanna. If you look carefully you may be able to see some 70kn winds. Operationally Giovanna was estimated at over 100kn. So main point is Scatterometry can't resolve intensity for anything of about 60kn or more so that is high cat 2 and beyond. 
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WindSat 

Very sensitive to rain  
 so useless for central TC region 
  
Useful for gale estimates in convection 
free areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Windsat is very sensitive to heavy rain so is only used for sometimes estimating the gale extent in convection free areas. 
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Objective Techniques 
Satellite Consensus (SATCON) 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SATellite CONsensus (SATCON) algorithm developed at CIMSS objectively combines TC intensity estimates analysed from satellite infrared and microwave-based methods to produce a consensus estimate which is more skilful than the individual members. Current members of SATCON include the CIMSS ADT along with the CIMSS and CIRA AMSU algorithms and now the SSMIS solution. The advantage of SATCON is that it is tuned to take advantage of the skill of each of the members and this helps overcome the known problems of those techniques. It is also something under constant improvement but so far the forecaster can still add value to it.FROM IWTCThe SATellite CONsensus (SATCON) algorithm developed at CIMSS objectively combines TC intensity estimates analysed from satellite infrared and microwave-based methods to produce a consensus estimate which is more skilful than the individual members. Current members of SATCON include the CIMSS ADT along with the CIMSS and CIRA AMSU algorithms.  SATCON provides the TC forecaster with the ability to quickly reconcile differences in objective intensity methods thus decreasing the amount of time spent on the analysis of current intensity.  Real-time SATCON estimates became available to interested TC analysis and forecast centres in 2008.          Each member of SATCON has strengths and weaknesses.  For example, the ADT method tends to perform best when there is a clear eye present in the IR imagery.  However, the performance can be degraded when the TC encounters strong wind shear.  Both of the AMSU-based methods suffer from varying degrees of sub-sampling and perform best when the TC eye is greater than 50 km in diameter.  SATCON makes use of this information to optimally combine the estimates into a single estimate that maximizes the strengths while minimizing the weaknesses. The actual weights used in the SATCON algorithm are derived from the RMSE errors for the individual members in a given situation.   Figures 1.5.5 and 1.5.6 show examples of RMSE errors for different scenarios for the three members.  Each SATCON member contains parametric information that can be used by the other members.  For example, the ADT produces estimates of TC eye size when a clear eye is present.  Because both AMSU methods suffer from sub-sampling issues when the TC eye is less than 50 km, the ADT eye size can be used to adjust the AMSU estimates.  The CIMSS AMSU method uses AMSU-B information to determine TC position offset and this can be used to adjust the CIRA AMSU estimates.  CIRA AMSU outputs estimates of cloud liquid water and max Tb anomaly that can be used to adjust the ADT.  Estimates of TC eye size from ARCHER can be used by both AMSU methods to account for sub-sampling (in the absence of IR eye information). Additional sources of input to SATCON include environmental pressure (from operational centres) as well as storm motion.  ADT and CIRA estimates are adjusted using 50% of the deviation of the storm’s motion from the climatological average of 11 knots.  After each estimate is adjusted the estimates are combined into a single SATCON estimate using the appropriate weights.  Separate weights are used for MSLP and MSW.Tables 1.5.4 and 1.5.5 show SATCON performance compared to the individual members (Table 1.5.4) and the subjective Dvorak technique (Table 1.5.5).  A homogenous sample of cases including all three members from 1999-2009 makes up a dataset with a sample size of 460.  Validation was performed using reconnaissance measured MSLP and Best Track MSW coincident with reconnaissance.  It can be seen in Table 1.5.4 that SATCON outperforms the individual members.  Another measure of skill is that SATCON must perform better than a simple average of the three members.  Table 1.5.6 shows this statistic.  This is an important result because it indicates the importance of the weights on the performance.  In 2008, the TPARC/TCS-08 field project conducted in the western North Pacific permitted the opportunity to validate satellite-based TC intensity methods in a basin other than the Atlantic.  Aircraft reconnaissance was flown into three TCs during the study for the purposes of getting intensity estimates using flight level winds, SFMR and dropsondes.  One component of the experiment was to verify the subjective Dvorak technique in a double blind experiment where the Dvorak experts were blind to the aircraft data.  This also allowed an unbiased comparison with the objective intensity methods including SATCON.  While the number of cases is small, the TC intensities sampled during the experiment spanned the range of 35 -140 knots.  Table 1.5.7 reveals the results of this experiment and shows a similar trend to the Atlantic verification where SATCON is comparable in skill and perhaps more skilful on average than the operational Dvorak method. Figure 1.5.7 shows an example plot of SATCON MSW estimates against the component members, subjective Dvorak estimates available in real-time and the best track estimates. 
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Advanced Dvorak Technique ADT 

Uses IR imagery to assess eye temperature, curvature and 
cloud region temperature. 
 
Logic based on the subjective Dvorak Method 
 
Linear regression scheme developed by matching recon MSLP 
estimates to important IR parameters. 
 
Each TC image is classified according to “scene type” which 
drives the logic structure leading to the intensity estimate 

Version 8.2.1 current as of July 2017  

CIMSS: http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/real-time/adt/adt.html 
NESDIS: http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/adt.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIMSS have been working on an automated Dvorak algorithm on IR imagery to assess eye temperature, curvature and cloud region temperature. Using logic based on the subjective Dvorak Method, it is a lLinear regression scheme developed by matching recon MSLP estimates to important IR parameters.Each TC image is classified according to “scene type” which drives the logic structure leading to the intensity estimate. It is quite complex and has some known pitfalls but usually gives an answer consistent with the subjective Dvorak estimate.The CIMSS Advanced Dvorak Technique (ADT) has its heritage in Dvorak (1984) but has developed beyond the original application and constraints of the Dvorak method.  The most recent version of the ADT (version 8.2.1) addresses one of the traditional areas of difficulty in assessing TC intensity using Dvorak-style techniques that rely solely upon IR and VIS imagery.  Changes in TC structure can occur beneath a blanket of cirrus, leading to changes in intensity occurring without discernible changes in the features measurable in IR and VIS imagery. In Dvorak these scene types are referred to as either Central Dense Overcast (CDO, VIS), or Embedded Centre (EC, IR)[1]. The cirrus overcast masks changes in the TC structure and intensity, primarily in the development stages of the TC eyewall. The resulting impact on the ADT is that the estimated intensity will plateau during the CDO phase (when IR temperatures change little) until an eye becomes visible in the IR imagery, at which time the ADT logic uses the eye scene to intensify the TC (refer to Fig. 1.5.4). A similar plateau is evident in subjective Dvorak results though it is generally less marked, likely due to the ability of analysts to make subjective adjustments to the estimates based on other data including microwave imagery.  �[1] It is symptomatic of the extent to which ADT has developed beyond the original Dvorak technique that the term CDO is used in ADT to reference the IR cirrus-covered scene that in the original Dvorak is referred to as Embedded Centre. Manual Dvorak analysts need to be aware that the terms used to describe scene types in ADT have separate meanings, and involve different analysis techniques, to t+++++++++hose in the manual technique. In order to address this limitation microwave information from ARCHER is passed to the ADT algorithm, and can be employed prior to the emergence of an eye scene in the ADT.  If the ADT has not located an Eye scene in three consecutive satellite estimates and an ARCHER score is > 20, the ADT current intensity is over-ridden and set at 72 knots (T/CI# 4.3).   If the ARCHER score is > 60 the ADT intensity is set to 90 knots (T/CI# 5.0).  Previous ADT estimates (12h prior to the MW input time) are retroactively adjusted in the ADT history file to reflect this change, resulting in a smooth transition of the estimates up to the point of the microwave adjustment.  This intensity is then gradually increased over the next 12 hours to 85kts (based on empirical studies of storm growth subsequent to the first successful MW adjustment), and then held until an eye scene develops after which the original ADT logic for eye scenes is used.  An independent validation of ADT 8.1.2 during the 2008 season showed a significant improvement in skill compared to the previous version (see Table 1.5.3).Other changes to the ADT in the latest version include implementation of the Knaff-Zehr-Courtney (KZC) pressure-wind relationship and a change in the way shear scenes are handled.  ADT estimates of MSLP will be derived from the ADT MSW estimates using the KZC relationship as implemented at the Bureau of Meteorology (Courtney and Knaff 2009) where the radius of gales is used as the size parameter instead of the tangential wind at 500 km.  During shear scenes the T# from 12 hours prior is used to hold up the CI# instead of using the T# from 6 hours prior.   This latter change addresses a weak bias during the weakening phase resulting from shear on the TC.Burton et al IWTC 2010

http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/real-time/adt/adt.html
http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/adt.html
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ADT - performance 

Example errors as a function of scene type 

Known error characteristics are useful 
Larger errors can result if position is in error! Eg no eye pattern 
because algorithm can't resolve centre. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some known errors as a function of the scene type. When there is an eye ADT works best but doesn't do so well for weaker patterns especially the shear type. Actually knowing the error characteristics are useful for processing. Larger errors can result if position is in error! Eg no eye pattern because algorithm can't resolve centre.
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Microwave Intensity  
AMSU and SSMIS  

Microwave sounder which includes channels for measuring 
brightness temperatures (Tb) at 550-150 hPa layer. 
 

http://amsu.ssec.wisc.edu/explanation.html  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microwave sounders can detect the warm temperature anomalies in the mid to upper levels of a TC which relate to the intensity. The following is an example of a cross-section image of Hurricane Floyd derived from AMSU-A data. The red here are warm anomalies (contours are degrees C above storm environmental temperature). This graph shows the temperature anomaly against the surface pressure anomaly showing a remarkably good correlation. This has been run AMSU and more recently the higher resolution SSMIS sensor. --------------------------The AMSU instrument detects earth/atmosphere emitted radiation in the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Microwaves, in comparison to more familiar infrared or visible radiation, are less energetic and have longer wavelengths (distance between successive wave crests/troughs) on the order of centimeters (10-2 meters) vs. micrometers (10-6 meters). Based on energy considerations and AMSU-A instrument performance, this dictates that the sensor be placed in a lower earth-orbit (~810km above the earth's surface vs. ~36,000km for geostationary satellites) to improve instrument signal-to-noise. The AMSU-A (temperature sounder), a 15 channel passive radiometer, detects energy emitted by atmospheric molecular oxygen (a major atmospheric constituent)�and is largely unaffected by the presence of clouds--from the emission source, through the atmosphere, to the sensor which resides on the NOAA-15, NOAA-16 and NOAA-17 polar orbiting satellites.  Corrections applied to account for sub-sampling, hydrometeor scattering and scan geometry. As tropical storms develop into hurricanes, they're characterized by upper tropospheric warming (the troposphere being defined as that portion of the earth's atmosphere extending from the earth's surface to approximately 15km altitude) as a result of adiabatic warming/compression of air as it subsides (sinks) within the storm center. The following is an example of a cross-section image of Hurricane Floyd derived from AMSU-A data (contours are degrees C above storm environmental temperature):  

http://amsu.ssec.wisc.edu/explanation.html
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AMSU Intensity: Issues  

IR image from NRL TC Page 

Underestimates when TC near the edge of the swathe and for 
small eyes (corrections applied) 
Overestimates for weak system 
Rain contamination esp. for weak systems 

http://amsu.ssec.wisc.edu/explanation.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are known problems with AMSU.Firstly it has a coarse resolution that degrades towards the end of the scan. This means it can't detect the true thermal anomalies especially for small systems so will Underestimates the intensity. However, knowing the scan angle and TC characteristics some corrections are applied.For weak systems it tends to overestimate such as the early stages of Lisa. The green dots are AMSU estimates which are much higher when Lisa was adjudged to be a 35kn. The AMSU instrument detects earth/atmosphere emitted radiation in the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Microwaves, in comparison to more familiar infrared or visible radiation, are less energetic and have longer wavelengths (distance between successive wave crests/troughs) on the order of centimeters (10-2 meters) vs. micrometers (10-6 meters). Based on energy considerations and AMSU-A instrument performance, this dictates that the sensor be placed in a lower earth-orbit (~810km above the earth's surface vs. ~36,000km for geostationary�satellites) to improve instrument signal-to-noise. The AMSU-A (temperature sounder), a 15 channel passive radiometer, detects energy emitted by atmospheric molecular oxygen (a major atmospheric constituent) and is largely unaffected by the presence of clouds--from the emission source, through the atmosphere, to the�sensor which resides on the NOAA-15, NOAA-16 and NOAA-17 polar orbiting satellites. Corrections applied to account for sub-sampling, hydrometeor scattering and scan geometry. As tropical storms develop into hurricanes, they're characterized by upper tropospheric warming (the troposphere being  defined as that portion of the earth's atmosphere extending from the earth's surface to approximately 15km altitude)  as a result of adiabatic warming/compression of air as it subsides (sinks) within the storm center. 
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NWP: structure and sometimes 
intensity 

TC Stan 00UTC 30/1/2016 
T4.0 => 55kn 
Rowley Shoals 49kn (point x)  
 close to max winds 
  

EC GFS 

JMA ACCESS-R 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amazing developments in numerical modelling now means they are useful for analysing the structure and increasingly the intensity of TCs. This comparison is for TC Stan in 2016 shows the variation in the surface winds between different models. Despite the variations, all of them show the max winds are occurring to the north of the centre with the GFS having the highest winds of about 50kn. At this time Rowley Shoals was reporting 49kn at the point X very close to this area providing confidence in the categorising of a cat 2 system. The satellite estimation was 55-60kn (Dvorak CI=4.0) and the max winds were judged to be 55kn from this and other information. Of course areas to the southwest of the centre towards land would only expect max winds on the order of 30-35kn. 
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Intensity Summary 
 

Intensity exercises: https://bmtc.moodle.com.au/course/view.php?id=107 
 

COMET module: https://www.meted.ucar.edu/training_module.php?id=1083 

NWP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in summary the intensity is a subjective process to combine multiple inputs. There is also the existing policy to consider. More information is available through this COMET module and also intensity exercises. Structure is a little less complicated but relying upon scatterometry, observations, convective patterns, and increasingly NWP. That is about it for now. Until next time happy forecasting. References: COMET module https://www.meted.ucar.edu/training_module.php?id=1083Intensity exercises: https://latitude.bom.gov.au/course/view.php?id=208

https://bmtc.moodle.com.au/course/view.php?id=107
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/training_module.php?id=108
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Intensity Questions 
 

1. ASCAT is most useful for intensity estimates at the 
range of : 
A. 25-35kn    B. 25-50kn  C. 25-75kn  D. 50-75kn   E. >75kn 

 
2. SATCON has the following benefits (select all that apply). 

a. Automatic hourly updates 24h/day 
b. Uses IR, Vis and microwave imagery 
c. Objective method with known errors/bias 
d. Better than human (subjective) analysis 

 
3. True or False "Your final intensity estimate should consider 
all available inputs and weight each according to the situation". 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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